
Subject: Re: RSS 2.7.0
From: Jim Sky <radiosky@radiosky.com>
Date: 11/30/2015 16:10
To: Richard Flagg <rf@hawaii.rr.com>, Dave Typinski <davetyp@typnet.net>, "Fung, Shing F. (GSFC-
6730)" <shing.f.fung@nasa.gov>
CC: Chuck Higgins <chiggins@mtsu.edu>, Francisco Reyes <reyes@astro.ufl.edu>, Wes Greenman
<jupgazer@windstream.net>, Jim Brown <starmanjb@comcast.net>, Andy Mount
<capeorion@gmail.com>, Tom Ashcraft <ashcraft@heliotown.com>, "Thieman, James R. (GSFC-690.0)
[UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND BALTIMORE COUNTY]" <james.r.thieman-1@nasa.gov>, Whit Reeve
<whitreeve@gmail.com>

I found two relatively small bugs in RSS 2.7.0 which I will fix after I get some feedback from others on any
other issues you might find .

- Once you turn on Correction files, RSS will always load with Correction Files being applied.  You have to
manually go to Options / Correction Files and uncheck Use Correction Files to turn it off.

- Do not attempt to use the View / Chart Info for a live chart in Client Mode.

Jim S.

On 11/29/2015 11:18 PM, Jim Sky wrote:

Version 2.7.0

http://radiosky.com/spec/Spectrograph_Update_2_7_0.exe

-Added support for SNTP time correction. Options / Atomic Clock

-Time corrections now in metadata.

-Fixed problems with Correction Files

-Sampling for period for creating correction files adjustable.

-Re-arranged menus.

-Fixed bug where files saved in Client Mode could have wrong
 number of channels.

-Addressed bug that allowed servers to drop off the list.

Please let me know what doesn't work.  I have tested for a couple of days, but stuff sometimes
breaks when I am fixing something else and one soon realizes there is no end to that.  With so many
changes I expect some problems but if you let me know I will try to fix it ASAP.

You don't have to have a receiver to test this program.  You can use it to connect to our few regular
servers in client mode. 
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Thanks,
Jim Sky
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